VINYL DECAL INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS by Jason Meyer

Clean window

Put tape (any type of tape) on edge. Depends on which edge you want to work from.

Position decal on window using tape as an anchor for placement.

Once it is in position, lift up decal and begin to peel back away from vinyl.

With a larger decal, peel only a few inches of backing away, but with small decals, the whole back can be
taken off.

Using a squeegee or stiff card, push decal onto glass in a smooth motion,
don’t let vinyl touch window until the squeegee pushes it on.

The whole vinyl with transfer tape (the clear sticker over the vinyl) should be now on the window.

Using the squeegee or substitute, press the vinyl/transfer tape onto the window very well.

Choose a corner to start from and peel back the transfer tape slowly.
CAUTION: pulling back to fast WILL damage the vinyl permanently.

While pulling back the transfer tape slowly, pay attention that the vinyl is transferring to the window
and not staying on the transfer tape. If it looks as if the vinyl is staying on transfer tape, stop, press vinyl
onto window better on top of transfer tape or try to carefully pry vinyl off transfer tape with a sharp
metal pick or hook. This is extra important with small pieces or thin parts of design.

Notice that I’m pulling the transfer tape along window surface, not up away from window.
This raises the chance the vinyl will choose to stay on window rather than transfer tape.

Continue in horizontal pull until reaching the opposite lower corner.

And your vinyl should now be free.
Don’t wash for a few days to give vinyl time to set.
Decal should last for a few years depending on snow/ice scraping, and direct sun exposure.

